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Introduction
Video is leaving the dedicated video conference room and 
becoming a standard communication tool and part of the 
individual’s daily workflow. The days of Video Conferencing as a 
nice-to-have substitute for the corporate jet are long gone. For 
thought leading organizations, video has transitioned away from 
its historic limitations to become a mission critical component 
of Unified Communications (UC). In turn, this trend is having a 
profound impact on the scalability requirements of the visual 
communication system which now must support tens of thousands 
of users where once it only had to support several dozen or at most 
a few hundred video rooms. 

Polycom has addressed the increased scalability, reliability, and 
redundancy requirements through the Polycom® RealPresence™ 
Platform, a comprehensive software infrastructure for universal 
video collaboration, powering Polycom’s telepresence and video 
solutions. The platform delivers flexibility, scale, redundancy, and 
native UC integration, all of which leads to overall low Total Cost of 
Ownership (TCO) for Polycom solutions. 

This paper focuses on the scalability issues in the core of the 
UC network. It discusses the approaches to creating a scalable, 
intelligent, distributed video infrastructure that supports the 
requirements of today’s video-enabled organizations and service 
providers who offer video services. It makes references to the 
options implemented in the Polycom RealPresence Platform, and 
provides the rationale for choosing these options. 

The core of the visual communications network includes the 
communication server, the conference server (MCU), and 
the gateway to other networks. A complete solution requires 
directories and the ability to integrate with third-party applications. 
Presence has become an important functionality defining Unified 
Communications, and at the same time, is considered a core 
requirement for communication systems. 

Therefore, this paper will address not only the scalability of 
communication servers, conference servers, and gateways, but also 
the scalability aspects of directories and presence servers, and the 
means for integration with third-party applications. 

Looking beyond real-time applications, innovative use cases 
emerge from the combination of live calls with recording, video 
content management, and rich media delivery. These technologies 
allow organizations to further leverage their investments in visual 
communications and take video to the next level of ubiquity and 
scalability. 

Scalable Communication Server Architecture
The heart of any communication system is the communication 
server. There are many names for it—call manager, communication 
manager, Gatekeeper, SIP server, IP-PBX and so on—but they all 
perform essentially the same core tasks. Traditional communication 

servers keep track of all communication endpoints (terminals) 
in the network and provide services according to a profile set 
up for a particular endpoint, for example, endpoints installed in 
corporate lobbies may be restricted from making external calls. 
Modern communication servers recognize users (through a logon/
authentication procedure) and can apply policies to the user instead 
of the endpoint. For example, a support technician in customer 
service might be authorized to place high definition video calls while 
an accountant in the finance group might only be able to place 
standard definition video calls. 

UC communication servers process calls among endpoints, 
keep track of the call state, and interact with the endpoints in 
the network to provide logical prompts and options to users. 
Communication servers keep records for each call (call detail 
records) which are often used for interdepartmental accounting 
and for billing (in case the communication system is shared among 
several companies or a service provider is deploying it to offer 
services). 

What makes a UC communication server scalable? Scalability is 
the ability to serve more users combined with the ability to easily 
increase the number of users served when the need arises; that is, 
if one server can support a maximum of 1,000 users and another 
server can support 10,000, the second server is 10 times more 
scalable than the first. However, maintaining 1,000 or 10,000 
users in the user database of the server is usually not an issue. 
What really limits scalability is the amount of calls per second 
that the server can process. Statistically, when more users are 
registered with the server, more calls are placed. If the number of 
calls per second exceeds the maximum supported by the server’s 
architecture, the server slows down and starts rejecting or dropping 
calls. The number of calls per second that a server can process 
depends mainly on the complexity of the networking protocols. 

For example, Polycom DMA 7000 V4.0 can support up to 15,000 
registrants per server, and up to 5,000 concurrent calls per server. 

Endpoint Intelligence 
Protocols between an endpoint and server can be stimulus or 
functional. For example, proprietary signaling protocols used in 
legacy PBXs are stimulus protocols and some standard protocols 
such as MGCP are stimulus, too. Stimulus protocols are used to 
keep endpoints simple and inexpensive. Information such as the 
endpoint’s profile (number of keys, size of display, for example) 
and the call state information (whether the endpoint is on-hook or 
off-hook or whether there is an active call, for example) are kept in 
the server. If the user presses a key, the endpoint sends a code to 
the server. The server then interprets the user’s action and sends 
instructions to the endpoint on how to respond, that is, what string 
of symbols to show on the display. Therefore, the system fully 
controls the endpoint and can place calls, answer calls, and perform 
all call features on the endpoint’s behalf. Since all information 
about the device is centrally stored in the communication server, 
scalability of such systems is limited. 
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Standard protocols such as H.323 and Session Initiation Protocol 
(SIP)1, on the other hand, are functional, that is, the endpoint itself 
is intelligent and can, for example, place calls and initiate transfers 
based on user input. The server only receives signaling messages, 
executes them, or passes them to other network elements that 
can execute them. Putting intelligence in the endpoints allows 
communication servers to be simplified and made more scalable. 
For example, many Polycom systems support both SIP and H.323 
simultaneously, and can dynamically switch between the two 
protocols. This allows endpoints to simultaneously register with 
SIP servers and H.323 Gatekeepers, which takes configuration 
flexibility to a new level. 

Lightweight Protocols
Lightweight protocols, such as SIP, require fewer messages to 
setup and tear down a call. The server also has to store less call 
state information. This automatically increases the scalability of the 
communication server. 

The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)2 is another 
example for a such protocol and is used by endpoints and 
communication servers to retrieve information from directories. The 
directory is the list of all users with their contact information, access 
rights, etc. If the directory is embedded in the communication 
server, the complexity of the directory access protocol directly 
affects server performance, thus using LDAP is a requirement for a 
scalable communication system. 

For example, key elements of the Polycom RealPresence Platform, 
such as the Polycom® Converged Management Application™ 5000 
(Polycom CMA™ 5000) solution and the Polycom Distributed 
Media Application™ 7000 (Polycom DMA™ 7000) platform query 
directories through LDAP. To increase scalability and decrease the 
load on the LDAP server, some of the information is cached locally 
and updated periodically from the LDAP server. 

Separating Signaling and Media
Media includes the audio, video and content streams that flow 
between endpoints. Audio is typically compressed using one of 
the standard G.7xx codecs, while video is usually compressed by 
one of the standard H.26x codecs. Following the ITU-T H.239 
standard, content is compressed similar to live video using 
H.264, H.263, etc. Processing media—and especially video 
media—is very resource-intensive; therefore, the best way to 
keep the communication server scalable is to process the media 
separately. This is possible with most modern protocols and 
both SIP and H.323 clearly separate signaling from the media. 
Figure 1 depicts an example of a point-to-point call between two 
endpoints.

Figure 1: Scalability through signaling and media separation

If the communication server processes signaling messages, but 
no media, its scalability can be increased by several magnitudes. 
For example, Polycom CMA 5000 and Polycom DMA 7000 are 
purely signaling servers without any media stream processing. This 
allows them to scale and support thousands of users per server. It 
also allows video endpoints, conference servers, and other video 
network elements to establish direct RTP/RTCP streams3 and 
assures the highest possible quality of end user experience.

This architecture works very well within an organization. But, if a 
firewall must be traversed, many solutions that combine signaling 
and media and feed them through the so-called Session Border 
Controller can also limit scalability. This is explained in more detail 
below.

Single-protocol vs. Multiprotocol Servers
Single-protocol servers inherently scale better than multiprotocol 
servers. This is because multiprotocol servers must translate every 
call from one protocol to another, that is, they have to understand 
both message formats and keep call state information for both call 
legs. Figure 2 depicts a multiprotocol server that supports H.323 
and SIP. 

Figure 2: Multiprotocol (H.323 and SIP) server 
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Why is a single-protocol server more scalable than a multiprotocol 
one? An analogy would be a group of people speaking the 
same language and another group of people speaking different 
languages using a translator. The second group will be slower in 
their discussion. 

Although networking would be easier with one protocol, the reality 
is that there are always new protocols that have to work with older 
ones. For example, H.323 is supported in the installed base of 
video systems, most of which do not have sufficient performance to 
run newer versions of the software with SIP support. Other H.323 
systems will never be upgraded to SIP because of the additional 
cost. At the same time, SIP is being deployed in integrated UC 
solutions, for example, Polycom HDX and RMX integrate with 
Microsoft Lync through the SIP protocol. The result is the universal 
requirement for a multi-protocol (H.323 and SIP) communication 
server, such as Polycom DMA 7000. While the latest DMA 7000 
version 4.0 supports up to 5,000 concurrent calls, the above 
discussed technical issues limit the number of simultaneous H.323-
SIP calls to 500. 

Server Networking 
Following the guidelines discussed above allows creating a 
communication server that scales from 5,000 to 40,000 user 
registrations. What if we need a solution for a company that has 
100,000 employees worldwide? Additional scalability can be 
achieved through networking communication servers. Networking 
is connecting two or more communication systems through a 
protocol, that is, a common language understood by all systems 
in the network. Protocols for networking systems are a little 
different from the protocols between an endpoint and a server. The 
difference is mainly that in a system-to-system protocol each side 
is a server that is responsible for many endpoints. It is inefficient 
to exchange information about each endpoint associated with a 
server separately; therefore, the information is aggregated and 
communicated through call routing rules. 

In H.323 networks, this is done by prefixes, that is, server A 
is configured to know that if a user dials ‘4’ plus 5 digits, the 
destination is a user on server B. If the user dials only 5 digits, 
server A knows the call is local and will try to route it to the 
appropriate user on server A. SIP uses the domain name concept, 
similar to the e-mail system. Server A has its own domain, that is, 
serverA.organizationX.com, and server B has its own, for example, 
serverB.organizationX.com. User S (for ‘source’) on server A is 
identified by the address userS@serverA.organizationX.com while 
user D (for ‘destination’) on server B is identified by the address 
userD@serverB.organizationX.com. If user S dials the address of 
user D, server A will recognize the domain of server B and send the 
call to server B. Addresses in the above format are called Universal 
Resource Identifiers (URIs). 

The question is how users will remember these numbers and 
prefixes (in H.323) and URIs (in SIP). Fortunately, they do not need 
to do so because this information is stored in the directory and can 
be accessed, searched, and selected (clicked on) to place a call. 

Figure 3 depicts server networking and the use of directories. 

Figure 3: Scalability through server networking

In the Polycom RealPresence Platform, for example, many Polycom 
DMA 7000 servers can be networked to provide increased 
scalability beyond a single system. Each of the networked 
servers as well as the individual endpoints can access directories 
independently. 

Server Pool
In the discussion above, each of the communication servers 
in the network has different users. Another way of deploying 
multiple servers is as a redundant pool of resources that serve the 
same but larger group of users. This configuration has excellent 
redundancy with two servers and can have even higher redundancy 
with three or more servers. If one server fails or is taken down 
for maintenance (for example, a scheduled software upgrade), 
incoming calls are simply routed to another operational server. 
Figure 4 shows the configuration with two servers.

Figure 4: Server redundancy and load balancing

The database engine and storage are deployed on both servers and 
are kept in sync in real time using a data replication mechanism. 
This approach provides a simple deployment scenario and removes 
the single point of failure, that is, if one node fails the other takes 
over. In the Polycom RealPresence Platform, both Polycom CMA 
5000 and Polycom DMA 7000 are deployed in such redundant 
configuration - ‘super nodes’
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Building a Super Cluster 
Combining the server networking and server pool techniques 
described above allows for building so-called ‘super clusters’ that 
not only support large number of users and concurrent calls but 
also provide excellent reliability and resilience against equipment 
failure. Figure 5 depicts one such super cluster. 

Figure 5: Super Cluster

DMA 7000 V4.0 allows building a large super cluster that consists 
of 5 nodes or super nodes, and supports up to 75,000 registrants 
and up to 25,000 concurrent calls. 

Super clusters provide the ultimate reliability and resilience. If one 
node (for example, one DMA server) has to be taken down for 
maintenance, another node (in the super node) takes over. Existing 
calls stay up and new calls get completed by the second node. If 
the entire super node fails, the cluster takes over, that is the calls 
get processed by other nodes in the cluster. Again, existing calls 
stay up and new calls get completed. If a conference server (RMX) 
fails, the conference is moved to the next conference server. Once 
again, existing calls stay up and new calls are connected to the new 
conference server.

Supporting large number of users has become a critical 
requirement in UC solutions that integrate a number of PBX and 
VOIP systems, video systems, as well as Microsoft Lync and IBM 
SameTime systems and where DMA 7000 can be deployed to unify 
dialing plans.

Scalable Conference Server 
The conference server, also called Multipoint Conferencing Unit 
or MCU in the H.323 architecture, is the main component for 
multipoint calls. It receives audio and video streams from each 
endpoint participating in the conference, combines multiple images 
into one (this technology is known as Continuous Presence, or 
CP) and sends the combined image to the participating endpoints. 
The conference server can translate the audio and video from one 
format to another, for example, it can receive video in H.264 and 
send video in H.263 format, receive audio in G.722.1 and send 
audio in G.711 format. 

This function is known as transcoding and requires significant 
computing resources (typically through Digital Signaling 
Processors, DSPs). This is especially true for video because it 
involves decoding the digital video stream from one format into 
uncompressed video and then encoding it in another format. 
Scalability can be increased by using conference servers in video-
switched mode which circumvents transcoding (and therefore 
the server needs far less computing resources) but also limits the 
flexibility because all parties have to use the best common codec, 
resolution, and bit rate. Another approach is delivering only one or 
a small number of CP layouts to all conference participants; this 
reduces the transcoding work and allows support of more users.  

The external interfaces of the conference server require very high 
input and output speeds for the multiple audio-video streams. For 
example, if a server supports 80 participants @ 4 megabits per 
second each, the conference server must support 80*4 or 320 
megabits per second input (from endpoints to server) and another 
320 megabits per second output (from server to endpoints). 
Internally, the server works with uncompressed video which takes 
many gigabits per second on the internal interfaces, and requires 
fast internal communication links. 

Scalable Hardware Architecture
One way to achieve scalability in the conference server is 
through deploying scalable hardware architecture such as the 
AdvancedTCA (ATCA) that is used in the Polycom RealPresence 
Platform, more specifically in Polycom RMX 1500™, RMX 2000™ 
and RMX 4000™. ATCA is standard blade architecture that delivers 
the high speed external interfaces, the even higher speed internal 
interfaces, and large blades with ample space, electrical power, 
and cooling capacity to accommodate an array of DSPs necessary 
to process video. Figure 6 depicts different ATCA form factors for 
conference servers, using from 2 to 14 blades.

Figure 6: Conference server HW scalability

Polycom RMX 4000 won Best of Show award at the ATCA Summit 
2009 for its intelligent engineering design and pragmatic decisions 
how to leverage standard hardware architecture to achieve 
scalability and reliability. RMX 4000 doubles the capacity of RMX 
2000 and serves up to 1440 conference participants, of which up 
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to 360 can be video. Its backplane (fabric switch) supports 4 times 
higher bandwidth (4 x 2 x 10Gbps = 80Gbps) that allows free flow 
of video across blades4.

But the ATCA architecture allows for building even larger and 
more powerful servers. The existing ATCA blades can be used in 
larger chassis hosting up to 14 blades. Note that an alternative 
path to scalability —stacking of small conference servers—
introduces additional delay since media travels from one server 
to another through external interfaces. The stacking approach is 
also inefficient from power consumption and cooling perspective 
because each server has separate power supply unit and separate 
fans for cooling. The “green” aspects of Polycom’s ATCA technology 
are discussed in detail in the article “AdvancedTCA—Green 
Technology for Data Centers” in “CompactPCI and AdvancedTCA 
Systems”5 magazine. 

Cascading Conference Servers
When the scalability of a single conference server is exhausted, 
multiple servers can be connected through so called ‘cascading’ to 
handle a larger number of conferences and participants. 

Cascading is a mechanism by which one conference server creates 
a link to another conference server. This is necessary, for example, 
when more participants want to join a conference than resources 
are available on any of the single servers. The conference server, 
or an application monitoring the server, recognizes that participants 
on two or more conference servers have joined conference with 
the same conference identification and password. It then creates a 
link between the servers, thus connecting all participants in a single 
conference. Figure 7 shows how cascading can save network 
bandwidth when the conference has participants from different 
continents. 

Figure 7: Cascading

The speed of creating the cascading link is critical (ideally, this 
process should be hidden from the user), as is the capability to 
mask the additional delay from the cascaded call leg. Another 
technical issue that has been long resolved in Polycom equipment 
is the picture in picture in picture effect from multiple Continuous 
Presence instances. 

Centralized Conference Resource Management
To make a pool of conference servers behave as one huge 

conference server, the resource management application tracks 
incoming calls, routes them to the appropriate resource (for 
instance, this can be done based on available server resources 
but also based on available bandwidth to the location of this 
server) and automatically creates cascading links if a conference 
overflows to another server. If the conference is prescheduled, the 
application server can select a conference server that has sufficient 
resources to handle the number of participants at the required 
video quality (bandwidth). Overflow situations are probable with ad-
hoc conferences where participants spontaneously join without any 
upfront reservation of resources. Figure 8 shows an application that 
manages three conference servers. 

Figure 8: Managing distributed conference resources

This scenario is supported by Polycom DMA 7000 which can 
currently virtualize up to 64 Polycom RMX 1500, RMX 2000, and 
RMX 4000 conference servers as if they are one huge conference 
server. As part of the Polycom RealPresence Platform, DMA 7000 
can also bring incremental value to non-Polycom infrastructure, 
such as the Codian 4x00 and MSE 8000 series MCU’s, by 
virtualizing their resources as well. 

The resource management application is designed to provide 
uninterrupted service by routing calls around failed or busy 
conference servers. It also allows administrators to “busy out” media 
severs for maintenance activities while still providing an ‘always 
available’ experience from the user point of view. The network 
can gradually grow from small deployments of 1-2 conference 
servers to large deployments with many geographically dispersed 
conference servers. System administrators can monitor daily usage 
and plan the expansion as necessary. This approach provides a 
centralized mechanism to deploy a front-end application to control 
and monitor conferencing activities across all conference servers. 

The management application also serves as a load balancer in this 
scenario, that is, it distributes the conference load over a group of 
servers, ensuring that a server is not oversubscribed, while another 
being underutilized. The larger the resource pool, the more efficient 
the load balancing function is, a feature that is very important to 
large global organizations with offices and conference servers 
spread around the world. The same technology can be used by 
service providers who can offer conference services globally by 
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using the Polycom DMA 7000 solution and deploying conference 
servers in central points of the network. 

The scenario works well in architectures such as SIP, where 
the Registrar function is separate from the Proxy function, that 
is, where the endpoint is registered with a SIP Registrar in the 
network but sends its calls to a pool of SIP Proxies.

Universal Bridge 
While there have been many attempts to design a network without 
transcoding, the reality is that, as video goes mainstream and new 
players enter the market, the number of both audio and video 
codecs is growing and so is the need for transcoding. For example, 
Microsoft Lync uses the RTV codec for video and RTA for audio. 
These are now supported in the Polycom solution but transcoding 
is required to connect to endpoints that do not support RTV/RTA. 
Google is deploying the VP8 codec and it is expected that at some 
point in the future transcoding between VP8 and H.264 will be 
required. 

Even within the well-established H.264 standard, different 
profiles (Baseline, Main, High)6 use different video encoding and 
therefore require transcoding. Figure 9 depicts the most important 
configurations that drive the need for creating a universal bridge to 
link different voice and video technologies. 

Figure 9: Universal bridging

Note that performance requirement and complex capabilities 
negotiation limit the number of voice and video codecs that can 
be supported in an endpoint itself; therefore, universal bridging will 
remain a requirement in the future, and transcoding will remain 
important capability of any video solution.

Scalable Gateways
Gateways are the gates to other networks. If we assume H.323 
deployment, gateways will be necessary to connect to the SIP or 
ISDN systems. For connectivity to mobile video deployments, a 
gateway to H.324M may be required, although recent advances in 
4G mobile networks such as LTE promise to create an end-to-end 
IP connection between the enterprise and mobile devices, and 
eliminate the need for H.324M. 

Gateways are especially important when a new technology is rolled 

out because most of the users you want to talk to will likely still 
be using legacy systems. Most of the calls in these early stages 
will therefore be gateway calls. Gateways are not important in 
green-field installations (those with no legacy equipment or when 
connection to outside legacy systems is not desired) or when the 
new network has reached critical mass and most of the calls stay 
within the same domain/protocol.  

Signaling Gateway
If a gateway is required, the scalability of the gateway is critical in the 
early day of deployment of new technology. As with communication 
servers, the best way to achieve scalability here is through separating 
signaling from media and limiting the gateway function to signaling 
only. In this case the gateway is no different from a multiprotocol 
communication server. It receives messages in one format (SIP, for 
example) and translates them into another (for instance, H.323) and 
vice versa. This architecture does not allow the gateway to scale to 
the levels of a single-protocol communication server but it can handle 
much higher load than if media is involved. 

Just as an example for the performance impact, if the single-protocol 
communication server scales to 30,000 users, then adding the 
support of a second protocol (in effect, creating a signaling gateway) 
may reduce the scalability to 3,000 simultaneous calls. If media 
processing is added to signaling processing, scalability may drop to 
300 simultaneous audio-only calls or to 30 simultaneous audio-video 
calls. These numbers are not to be taken as facts but are rather used 
to show that the performance impact is orders of magnitude.

A signaling gateway is only a feasible solution if the media (audio 
and video) is in the same format. For example, both H.323 and SIP 
use the Real Time Protocol (RTP)3 for media and therefore are 
candidates for signaling-only gateway interoperation. Figure 10 
depicts the configuration.

Figure 10: Signaling gateway between SIP and H.323

There are some issues with the signaling gateway approach, for 
example, it is very difficult to provide end-to-end encryption when 
the signaling protocol changes, and signaling gateways often lead 
to sending audio and video in the clear (that is, unencrypted).  
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Media Gateway
Using a media gateway helps overcome the security problem and 
gives network administrators more flexibility during the transition 
from one protocol to another. It does limit the scalability since the 
media gateway often needs to transcode video, that is, it requires 
DSPs and fast external and internal interfaces. 

Similar to conference servers, media gateways can scale 
by avoiding transcoding. The media gateway controls the 
communication with the endpoints, and transcoding is only 
necessary if the endpoints negotiate different audio/video 
algorithms, resolutions, and bit rates. If the gateway enforces the 
same audio/video algorithm, resolution, and bit rate between the 
endpoints, then no transcoding is necessary. 

Therefore, the media gateway is very similar to a conference server, 
and if a call goes through a conference server and through a 
gateway (see Figure 11) it may be transcoded twice which typically 
results in decreased picture quality. Why is this? Let’s remember the 
analogy with language translation. If you translate from English to 
German, you lose some information but the quality is still acceptable. 
If you then give the German version to someone else to translate it 
into Russian, the final version will be farther from the original, and 
probably not acceptable. Moreover, gateways inject additional delay 
in the communication path and therefore decrease the interactivity. 

Figure 11: Media gateway configuration

The logical question is, why not avoid standalone gateways and 
use the conference server as a gateway instead? The conference 
server is already in the network, and it does have the required 
functionality to support multiple protocols. The Polycom RMX 
1500/2000/4000 platform, for example, supports H.323, SIP, 
ISDN, and PSTN. Note that a media gateway (with transcoding) is 
a must when the connected networks have completely different 
physical layers, H.323 to ISDN or SIP to H.324M, for instance. The 
only disadvantage of using the conference server as a gateway is 
the relatively high price per port/resource. As prices per port fall, 
however, conference servers become more attractive alternative to 
standalone media gateways. 

Presence Scalability
Over the last few years, presence became entrenched in 

business communications, mainly through the use of Microsoft 
Office Communications Server (OCS), Microsoft Lync 2010, 
and IBM SameTime. Presence is a key component of unified 
communications, and enables a range of new functions and 
workflows. Note that while Instant Messaging is usually mixed with 
presence, it is a completely separate functionality that does not 
necessarily belong to a presence server.

Presence is delivered through client-server architecture; XMPP7 
and SIMPLE8 are the two prevailing protocols for implementing it. 
The user interacts with the presence client which communicates 
with the presence server. The server keeps track of the presence 
status for all users on the system. 

With the ever-growing number of tools for automatic changes of 
the presence status and the growing number of contacts that users 
add to their buddy lists, presence servers are required to handle 
many frequent updates and communicate them to a large group of 
users. The server must then keep larger tables and communicate 
the change of presence status to larger group of clients. 

As with other servers, there are two ways to scale: create a scalable 
presence server that can handle tens of thousands of users or 
interconnect multiple presence servers. Networking techniques 
such as federation are used to support larger deployments. 
Federation is a trust relationship between presence servers that 
allows them to exchange information about the presence status of 
their users. Figure 12 shows federation relationship between two 
different presence servers. 

Figure 12: Scalability through federation

The term ‘federation’ is sometimes used for more than just 
exchange of presence information, e.g. exchange of directory 
information, gatekeeper neighboring information and licensing 
information may be also called ‘federation’. 

From the two standard protocols for presence—XMPP and 
SIMPLE—XMPP has found wider adoption in the Internet and 
this indicates that higher scalability is expected from this protocol. 
XMPP server federation follows the proven and scalable model 
of Internet e-mail which meets the needs of the individual domain 
for flexibility and control. Each XMPP domain can define the level 
of security, quality of service, and manageability that make sense 
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for the organization. Exchange of presence information within 
one XMPP domain is accomplished through the XMPP server in 
this domain. Through federation, the server exchanges presence 
information with peer presence servers in other organizations.

The Polycom RealPresence Platform provides scalable presence 
functionality in CMA 5000 that is accessible through the user 
interface of the CMA Desktop client and video endpoints. The 
RealPresence Platform also seamlessly integrates with established 
presence platforms such as Microsoft Lync and IBM SameTime, 
and this allows Polycom endpoints to participate in presence-
driven workflows. For example, Lync presence information can be 
displayed on Polycom endpoints and allow the user to click on the 
presence icon and call. 

Scalable Directories
As discussed in the section on the communication server, 
directories solve the problem with different dialing formats. Many 
corporate IT organizations have been converging dozens of 
directories into one enterprise-wide directory structure that allows 
changes (adds, moves, and deletes) to be automatically propagated 
to applications across the organization. The goal is to be able to 
add or remove an employee in one master database and have all 
tools that employee uses (e-mail, phone, presence, IM, and Web) 
automatically learn about the change. 

Enterprise Directory
Enterprise directories keep user information for network access, 
VPN access, e-mail, Web access, and so on. LDAP2 emerged as 
the standard for accessing directories and almost all directories 
today have an LDAP interface. The ITU-T H.350 standard describes 
a LDAP schema for visual communication users, that is, H.350 
describes how to store video-specific parameters into an LDAP 
database. H.350 is supported in many popular directories, such as 
Microsoft Active Directory and Sun OpenLDAP. Figure 13 describes 
the configuration.

Figure 13: Enterprise directory access

Video network scalability is limited when all endpoints persistently 
access the enterprise directory. LDAP is not really built for speed 

and the flood of queries can overwhelm the database. That is 
why the use of dedicated video directory is recommended to limit 
the amount of queries from the video network to the enterprise 
directory. 

Dedicated Video Directory  
A dedicated video directory uses LDAP to retrieve information 
about the users of the video network from the enterprise directory, 
and caches the information for a predefined period of time. 
Endpoints and other video network elements query the dedicated 
video directory, which can respond fast with the necessary 
information. 

In addition to increased scalability, there are three reasons for using 
a dedicated video directory. First, some endpoints in operation 
today use pre-LDAP protocols such as the Polycom Global Address 
Book (GAB) protocol. Keeping the video directory separate allows 
support of GAB and, therefore, of legacy endpoints. Second, 
including a directory with the communication server makes a lot 
of sense because organizations may want to pilot new technology 
and will want to get the system up and running quickly, without 
immediate integration with the enterprise directory. Third, the 
enterprise directory may not be yet configured for the H.350 
schema (although they all have the capability to support H.350 
schema). Figure 14 describes the network configuration with 
dedicated video directory. 

Figure 14: Using a dedicated video directory connected to the enterprise 
directory

The Polycom RealPresence Platform includes a scalable video 
directory embedded in the CMA 5000 or DMA 7000 servers, 
which also interface to the enterprise directory in the customer 
environment. 

Application Scalability
It is not sufficient that only the visual communication network is 
scalable. Applications that are connected to it must scale as well. 
Let’s review the applications of calendaring, recording, streaming, 
management, and the scalable integration with third-party 
applications. 
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Calendaring Application 
While there is a trend of moving from scheduled to ad-hoc video 
call initiation, scheduling and calendaring applications remain 
very important to the regular video user. Scheduling involves 
the use of a separate tool to book the time, participants, and 
resources for a video call in the future; calendaring provides close 
integration with standard calendaring software such as Microsoft 
Outlook/Exchange and IBM Lotus Notes. Figure 15 diagrams the 
configuration.

Figure 15: Calendaring application

Calendaring applications, such as Microsoft Exchange and IBM 
Lotus Notes, are scalable applications: they use the networking 
mechanisms described in Figures 3 and 4 to support tens and 
even hundreds of thousands of users in the network. Based on 
the discussion so far in this paper, we can assume that the visual 
communication network is also scalable to the same magnitude. 

The bottleneck of performance and limiting factor for scalability is, 
therefore, the link between the two systems. This also applies to 
integration with any third-party application, which we will discuss 
later in this paper. The speed of the interaction depends on the 
simplicity of the API or protocol used for the integration and 
amount of information that the applications have to exchange.

Figure 15 highlights the two approaches to integration between a 
calendaring application (for example, Microsoft Outlook/Exchange) 
and a visual communication server (for example, CMA 5000). 

If server-to-server integration is used, the Outlook client sends 
information about a calendaring event to the Exchange server 
which communicates with the visual communication server (yellow 
arrows). 

In the client-server approach, the Outlook client communicates 
directly with the visual communication server (gray arrow).

Polycom RealPresence Platform deploys the latter for higher 
scalability and simplified configuration by the network administrator. 
Polycom Conferencing for Outlook (PCO) integrates Polycom HDX 
Calendar and CMA Desktop with Microsoft Outlook Calendar and 
Office Communicator for enhanced meeting planning and end user 
experience.

Recording Application
Recording video communications has become very popular after 
the release of recording and playback solutions, such as Polycom 
RSS™ 4000 recording (and streaming) server. It is widely used for 
recording different kinds of video calls — from business meetings 
to lectures to training sessions — that can later be viewed by users 
who were not able to join the live session. For more convenience in 
the process, new Polycom HDX series endpoints have additional 
record, playback, and other navigation keys on their remote 
controls. Any video endpoint or client can connect to the recording 
server and initiate recording of the video and content channels. 

Multipoint calls can be recorded when the recording server connects 
to the conference server. The conference server treats the recording 
server as an endpoint and can send any format supported by the 
conference server. For example, Continuous Presence views can 
be used for recording multiple sites at the same time. Once the 
recording is complete, any video endpoint can connect to the 
recording server, authenticate, select the recording and play it back. 

Figure 16 depicts the recording and playback of a multipoint call. 

Figure 16: Recording and playback

The multipoint call can include different kinds of clients and 
endpoints, for example, Polycom CMA Desktop client, Polycom 
HDX video endpoint, and Polycom VVX business media phone. The 
conference server used in Figure 16 is Polycom RMX 4000 while 
the recording server is Polycom RSS 4000. The soft client that 
connects to the recording server and plays back the conference 
recording is Polycom RealPresence Mobile running on a media 
tablet. Note that due to the support of many standard protocols on 
both servers, the number of clients and endpoints that can be used 
in this scenario is quite large.

Scalability of the recording application is usually measured in 
number of calls that can be recorded simultaneously. If the recorder 
is implemented as a software application on a general purpose 
server, scalability is limited – usually to just one or two HD calls at 
the time. Specialized hardware, such as the one used in Polycom 
RSS 4000, can increase scalability to 15 simultaneous conference 
recordings in HD quality. 

Another measurement of scalability in recording applications is the 
storage capacity. For example, RSS 4000 can store 700 hours of 
media (H.323 video, audio, and content) at 768kbps. 
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Streaming Application
Streaming is another application in the Polycom RealPresence 
Platform that extends the use of video beyond video endpoints 
and beyond real-time live calling. Most people typically think of 
streaming only previously recorded video content. But, in fact, 
streaming is also a very powerful method for distributing live 
events to very large audiences. For example, if the Polycom RSS 
4000 server is connected to a video call, it streams both the live 
video and the presentation (content) channel to hundreds of 
streaming clients. The streaming client receives the information 
with a minimum delay of about 10 to15 seconds, which still allows 
interaction through instant messaging as with a Q&A session. 

Streaming scalability can be measured in many ways. Important are 
the ability to stream in HD quality and the ability to support multiple 
concurrent streaming sessions. For example, RSS 4000 can stream 
in HD and support up to 4 concurrent SD live streams. 

Another measurement is the ability to stream to larger group of 
clients. Streaming is by definition a great way to increase scalability. 
First, streaming is unidirectional, that is, audio and video are only 
transported from the streaming server to the streaming client, so 
the client can be a very simple player that runs on general purpose 
computer. Today, most clients run on PC and Mac; however, with the 
increase of bandwidth in wireless networks and with the support 
of media players in mobile devices, streaming to mobile devices is 
becoming common. 

Streaming servers have many options to increase scalability. 
For example, they can limit the bit rate and thus use less of the 
resource processing a particular stream. They can also limit the 
number of different bit rates to be supported, and only stream, for 
example, in one or two formats at the same time. This also makes 
the streaming server more scalable. 

The terms “unicast” and “multicast” are frequently used when 
discussing streaming. “Unicast” means “using point-to-point 
connections,” where the streaming server creates a separate 
connection (stream) for each of the clients. Figure 17 depicts 
unicast streaming. 

Figure 17: Streaming application (unicast)

Polycom RSS 4000, for example, has a streaming function that 
supports unicast streaming to up to 200 clients. 

IP multicast is inherently more scalable method for streaming. 
This technology has been available for some time—RFC 11129 was 
created in 1989. However, it took decades for the switching and 
routing manufacturers to support the protocol. 

IP multicast was not a requirement in the Internet, and corporate 
network administrators did not push for implementing it due to 
concerns that multicast traffic would clog the IP network. Only in 
recent years have serious considerations about distributing audio 
and video streams in a scalable manner throughout the organization 
lead to enabling IP multicast in corporate networks. Figure 18 
describes how IP multicast delivers media streams to streaming 
clients. 

Figure 18: Streaming through IP Multicast

Once IP multicast is enabled in the IP network, the streaming 
server (in this case, embedded in the Polycom RSS 4000) 
only needs to send the stream once to the defined multicast 
IP address. IP addresses in the range from 224.0.0.0 through 
239.255.255.255 are defined as multicast addresses and are 
recognized as such by the IP networking equipment. 

When the first streaming client “joins” the multicast, it signals the 
router through the IGMP protocol10 to forward the multicast packets 
to its IP subnet. If a second client on the same IP subnet signals 
the router to join the same multicast, the router does not send a 
second stream but simply continues to send the single multicast 
stream to the IP subnet. Since multicast packets are essentially 
broadcast packets, all endpoints on the same subnet can receive 
them. Once all of the endpoints have signaled to “leave” the 
multicast (again with IGMP) or have timed out, the router stops 
forwarding the multicast stream to this IP subnet. 

IP multicast is however not a solution to all problems in real 
networks which require content caching and WAN acceleration. 
This led to the rise of Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) 
facilitating scalable content distribution.  

Non-interactive Video Applications
To identify additional video applications that are part of the non-
interactive video workflow, we have to look at video from a more 
generic point of view, that is, beyond video conferencing and 
telepresence. Figure 19 describes several common scenarios that 
we have not covered yet in this paper.  
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Figure 19: Non-interactive video workflow

Over the last several years the barrier to the creation of video 
content, even HD video, has fallen. This includes consumer 
devices like iPads, mobile phones with video capture and digital 
camcorders which are now routinely used within the enterprise 
to share so called “user generated content”. While this content is 
useful for many applications, the vast majority of Enterprise and 
Educational organizations choose to capture/record content using 
more professional means, including network-based recording 
devices, such as the Polycom RSS 4000 (to stream/record video 
and telepresence calls to PC/Mac and mobile devices) and 
purpose built presentation capture appliances, such as the Polycom 
RealPresence Capture Station. These devices are purpose built to 
provide the professional look/feel/quality appropriate for capturing 
business training and corporate events as well as lectures in the 
education segment. 

Most presentation capture appliances and software can encode 
from a variety of video sources (to capture, for example a presenter 
and his or her laptop) and stream the result as a live feed, and/
or store the video and associated files for further processing and 
video-on-demand playback. In figure 19, for example, the Polycom 
RealPresence Capture Station is depicted capturing video from a 
professional video camera and the presenter’s PowerPoint slides. 

As the organization captures ever more content, it is typically faced 
with challenges related to the management of user-access, content 
storage and retrieval, content distribution and the various tracking, 
reporting and auditing that typically follows. These functions are 
typically performed by some for on video content management 
system, such as the Polycom RealPresence Media Manager which 
can easily interface with a wide array of third-party and Polycom 
content creation devices on “one end”, and an equally diverse 
set of third-party content distribution technologies, including 
network storage, content delivery, and content caching. These later 
technologies are necessary to store and distribute large volumes 
of video content across LAN/WAN and the Internet in a scalable 
manner. 

While systems like the Polycom RealPresence Media Manager 
are typically somewhat centralized, end users are often located 
far away from these central content management systems. When 

dealing with video, especially higher quality video used in Enterprise 
and Education, it can be quite challenging to enable users to watch 
large video files that must traverse Enterprise LAN/WAN networks 
that are typically not designed for such large, continuous data-
streams. This is typical issue for a business that has many small 
branch offices, for example, in retail or banking. Luckily, several 
firms offer excellent WAN optimization technology that allows for 
intelligent caching of content to immediately meet surges in local 
video requests. This approach increases reliability (for example 
through providing multiple network paths to deliver video streams 
to end users based on network saturation, least “cost” routing, etc.) 
and minimize the bandwidth required for live streaming to branch 
offices or locations.  

The configuration depicted in figure 19 allows for scalability 
in several key areas for any Enterprise Content Management 
system. The use of a distributed, modular architecture allows for 
individual services to be scaled according to specific network 
and geographic topography. The ability to architect each 
implementation’s application/web server(s), streaming server(s), 
database(s) means that a solution can be tailored to each customer. 
Smaller implementations might need no more than a single 
physical or virtual server, while a multinational retailer night need 
geographically distributed servers in top tier data centers with 
sophisticated load-balancing based on demand. 

Polycom recognized the “one-size does not fit all”, as every 
organization has unique needs when it comes to multimedia. For 
this reason, the RealPresence Media Manager is available as 
an entry-level, turn-key Appliance (called the “Express”) that is 
designed to support up to 1,000 concurrent users. Organizations 
with more demanding requirements can choose to deploy more 
scalable options via the Standard or Enterprise Editions. These 
software-only solutions can be installed on several servers, and 
scale to provide the highest quality multimedia for audiences as 
small as 2,000 and as large as tens of thousands of concurrent 
users. This is possible, because each module within the 
RealPresence Media Manager can run on multiple servers (physical 
or virtual). Leveraging the scalable modular architecture, even the 
largest service providers can provide multi-tenant, “cloud-based” 
solutions for tens and hundreds of thousands of users.

While it is relatively straightforward to scale application, web and 
database servers to meet transactional demands, the distribution 
of live and on-demand multimedia streaming is significantly more 
nuanced. Many factors must be considered, including the network 
topography, the user density and the likely viewer concurrency. If 
an audience is large, but geographically diverse, a common way 
to achieve scale is through the use of internet based Content 
Delivery Networks (CDN) which push live and on-demand content 
to the “edge” where I can be more efficiently distributed to users. 
Polycom RealPresence Media Manager works effectively with most 
of the popular Internet CDN services including Akamai, Internap, 
Limelight, and Microsoft Azure. 
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In many Enterprise deployments, however, the problem of scale 
is less about highly distributed audiences – more often it is 
the high concentration of users in a handful of locations, such 
as regional and branch offices. In this type of application, the 
ability to pre-position live and on-demand video and intelligently 
anticipating demand by locations is best achieved by integrating 
the Enterprise Content Management system with leading 
LAN/WAN content distribution and optimization systems. For 
this reason, Polycom has equipped the RealPresence Media 
Manager with technology designed to work in concert with 
the industry’s leading vendors. This technology is an optional 
module of the RealPresence Media Manager, called the Media 
Service Director, which intelligently works with enterprise “edge” 
servers by such third-party CDN appliance vendors as Riverbed, 
BlueCoat and Cisco. 

Video content, even in a variety of compression profiles, can 
quickly fill even the largest hard drives. Therefore, a key aspect 
of a truly scalable Enterprise Content Management system is 
the ability to interface to Network Attached Storage (NAS) and 
Storage Access Networks (SANs). These systems are designed 
to store large amounts of information with both redundancy and 
scalability. Polycom’s RealPresence Media Manager works with 
any NAS and SAN solution that is certified for use with Windows 
Server. 

In summary, video content management scalability can be achieved 
through modular architecture of the media manager and through 
interfaces to CDNs, SANs, and third-party transcoding and file 
conversion solutions. 

Management Application
Management includes configuring, upgrading, and monitoring 
video endpoints, conference servers, applications and all 
other components of the “video network.” It is Polycom’s vision 
that management will seamlessly integrate with standard IT 
management tools, eliminating the need for separate, video-only 
management applications. However, some functions in video 
endpoints and conference servers are very specific and cannot 
be provisioned through general purpose IT tools; therefore, 
management applications such as Polycom CMA will continue 
to play an important role in the provisioning of video network 
elements. 

Management is not real-time function and can therefore be 
performed without putting a lot of strain on the management server. 
Performance problems can emerge if many clients contact the 
server at the same time for software upgrade. Some ideas how to 
overcome this problem are discussed in a separate white paper11.

Scalable management is a key element of the Polycom 
RealPresence Platform, and is implemented in the Polycom CMA 
5000.

Integration with Third-party Applications
We already discussed integration with calendaring applications 

such as MS Outlook/Exchange and IBM Lotus Notes. The 
integration with other applications — IP-PBX, Instant Messaging, 
Presence, Contact Center, and Messaging — follows similar 
architecture. Figure 20 depicts the configuration. 

Figure 20: Integration with third-party applications

The integration is either through standard protocol, such as SIP, 
or through a proprietary Application Programming Interface (API). 
Using a standard protocol for the integration is the preferred 
method because standard protocols are very well documented 
and described in specifications which either side of the integration 
can access. Since the integration options within the standard 
protocol are limited, the integration work can then be reused 
for other integrations. Integrations through protocols tend to be 
more scalable since the IP network allows for networking and 
redundancy, as discussed above. Most current Polycom integrations 
with third-party applications are based on the use of the SIP 
protocol that delivers the best scalability. 

APIs, on the other hand, are specific to vendor and product, and 
API integration is rarely portable to other products and vendors. 
API integrations also tend to be less scalable since the mechanism 
for network scalability discussed previously in this paper cannot be 
used. 

Scalable Firewall Traversal
Firewalls constitute a major problem for IP communications, both 
with VoIP and visual communications. Application-aware firewalls 
have been discussed for long time, but in reality, most firewalls 
require a traversal mechanism such as H.460.17/18/19 for the 
H.323 family of protocols and ICE12 for SIP. 

Both architectures require a Session Border Controller (SBC) that 
is usually deployed in the so called de-militarized zone (DMZ) of 
the organization’s headquarters or the service provider data center. 
There are two connectivity requirements for an SBC. It must have 
a public IP address to connect to endpoints over the Internet. It 
also must connect to the internal servers—communication servers 
(H.323 gatekeepers, SIP servers), conference servers, recording, 
and streaming servers. Figure 21 depicts the configuration.
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Figure 21: Scalable firewall traversal

SBCs for video applications are frequently referred to as Video 
Border Proxies (VBP). In many cases, media (both video and audio) 
needs to go through the VBP in the DMZ, and the throughput of 
this box is limiting scalability. Polycom has designed several VBPs 
to address the throughput challenge. The largest VBP is the 6400 
model that currently has throughput of 200Mbps. VBP 5300 has 
throughput of 25Mbps. Both models can be installed in the DMZ of 
the organization’s headquarters. 

The smaller VBP 4555 supports up to 3Mbps, and is designed for 
branch offices with up to 15 video endpoints. The smallest model 
VBP 200 supports up to 1Mbps and is designed for small office / 
home office (SOHO) installations with up to 3 video endpoints. 

Architecturally, the best way to approach the VBP throughput 
bottleneck is to implement proxy functionality in the servers 
installed in branch and SOHO offices and send the media directly 
to the destination, thus avoiding the loop through the VBP in 
the corporate headquarters. This mechanism is supported in all 
Polycom VBPs, and allows scalable implementations with ten 
thousands of endpoints behind firewalls.

Note that the VBP capacity is not limited by the number of 
video calls but by the total network bandwidth of all calls going 
through it. Consequently, every improvement of video compression 
technology that allows reduction of the network bandwidth per call 
automatically leads to increased VBP capacity.

In 2010, Polycom introduced H.264 High Profile6 technology in 
its product line. H.264 High Profile reduces the required network 
bandwidth for video by up to 50%. High Definition video calls that 
required over 1 megabit per second using Baseline Profile are 
now supported at just 512 kilobits per second with High Profile. 
Standard Definition calls that required a minimum of 256 kilobits 
per second are now supported at as low as 128 kilobits per second. 

Reduction of the bandwidth per call by 50% leads to doubling 
of the VBP capacity. For example, a VBP 6400 with 200Mbps 
throughput that could handle 200 simultaneous HD 720p30 video 
calls can now handle 400 such calls. 

As a critical component of the Polycom RealPresence Platform, 
firewall traversal elements, such as VBP, will continue to be 
Polycom’s focus in the future. 

Conclusion
Polycom RealPresence Platform delivers flexibility, scale, 
redundancy, and native UC integration, all of which leads to overall 
low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) for Polycom solutions. 

As described in this paper, scalability is a very complex topic and 
touches on all components of the visual communication network. 
Any of the components has the potential to create a bottleneck and 
limit the system performance and scale. 

By leveraging technologies discussed in this paper Polycom’s 
RealPresence Platform overcomes these bottlenecks and builds a 
solid foundation for a scalable visual communication network. The 
end result is the ability to connect the most number of users in the 
highest quality at the lowest cost.

Polycom has developed deep expertise in the core areas of 
scalable networking and created an architecture targeting the 
high-performance requirements of future visual communication 
networks. This architecture is designed to support large number of 
video users and new kinds of applications which bring video into 
the mainstream and make visual communication essential in both 
our personal and professional lives.
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